
May 13th 2014: Hurley U15 84-9 beat Braywood U15 34-8 by 50 runs 

Team: Krag, Graham, Dawkins, Casale, Milsom, Whittaker, C Poole, B Poole, Wright, Wardell, 

Morgans 

With welcome selection dilemmas overcome, the chosen Hurley U15 XI welcomed Braywood to 

Shepherds Lane on Tuesday evening. Both clubs are very much in their infancy for junior sections, so 

a close game was on the cards. The rain and cloud of the preceding days had disappeared and 

groundsman Jeff Dawson had done another sterling job to get the wicket playable. With three 

players delayed by a school game in Marlow skipper Cameron Wright welcomed the chance to bat 

first on losing the toss. 

Hurley strong start at the top of the order last week could not be replicated as they were soon in the 

mire at 31-5, with only a couple of boundaries from David Morgans bringing some quality to the 

occasion. Matt Casale (27) on debut and Chris Dawkins (7) added some calm to proceedings and 

took the score to 60 with some clean striking and sharp running. Wickets continued to fall but runs 

kept coming and a late cameo from Milsom, this week complete with the necessary cricketing 

undergarments, took the score to 84-9 off the allotted 20 overs. 

In reply Braywood struggled to cope with the pace and accuracy of Casale as he tore through the top 

order from the sheep field end to end with 3-9 from his four over spell. A brilliant direct hit run out 

from Joe Graham also sent one of the openers back. With Morgans accurate and tidy from the other 

end the visitors were soon behind the required rate and hoping the change bowlers would bring 

some respite. Alas this was not to be as our five subsequent change bowlers delivered a succession 

of miserly overs, and with the run rate reaching astronomical proportions, additional wickets fell to 

Poole, Graham and Milsom (or was it Wardell ? sorry). Braywood ended the innings on 34-8 with 

Hurley running out victorious by 50 runs. 

An excellent start to our league campaign in which we are drawn against some stronger clubs so will 

face some real challenges. A complete performance with everyone involved (which please 

appreciate we can’t always do in a 20 over a side game) and you looked like a team which really 

makes a difference.  Well done, and Cameron, great captaincy to assess the match situation and get 

everyone involved! 

 

 

  

 

 

 


